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FACTS ABOUT SHELTON BASKETS

These smart-looking, attractively finished baskets are designed for year-round use. The quality and finish is such that these Shelton Handbaskets not only complement summer wear but they are practical and useful year-round.

There is a wide range of traditional shapes to select from and in many cases women will acquire several of our different styles for different occasions.

All of our products are made of the very finest hand-drawn oak and ash splints. They are, therefore, exceptionally durable as well as being smartly designed and attractively finished. The handles are sanded smooth so there are no splinters or splinters. The basket has a handsome hardwood plywood cover solidly hinged. The walnut oil stain is sealed in with a coating of clear lacquer to make these baskets not only weather-resistant but also more lustrous.

All-in-all, this is the "Tiffany" of American-made basketry. We know you will be most pleased with these Shelton Baskets.